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We have the capability to 
manage everything in Specright 
and know that we’re working 
with the latest information. 
Specs are the base – and if it’s 
in the system, it’s right.”

What the Experts Say

Paul Gray
Director of Quality, 
Central Garden & Pet

Central Garden & Pet: 
Scaling a Spec-First Approach to Drive Quality, NPD and Procurement

Solution
With Specright’s Specification Data Management Platform,  
Central Garden & Pet has digitized information from their 
packaging, formulas, and manufacturing specs, to regulatory 
requirements, quality testing, and TOPS diagrams. To improve 
quality management, they’re using Specright for product 
inspections, acceptance testing, corrective actions, and supplier 
assessments and scoring. Product inspectors across the globe 
can use their tablets for inspections, calculate Acceptable Quality 
Levels (AQLs) and generate corrective actions, and send directly 
to the supplier for response and documentation - so they can 
seamlessly tie any quality actions to the supplier and specification 
record.

They’re also implementing Specright for new product development 
and project management, including managing ECRs (Engineering 
Change Requests) and deviations. They are currently using the 
platform to manage many of their regulatory and compliance 
documentation like FDA and EPA product registrations - with 
tracking and dashboards to better prepare for upcoming reporting. 
Now, product registrations and requirements are easily accessible 
to regulatory and procurement teams, as well as manufacturing, 
operations, and quality teams.

Impact
Now that Central has a platform for a single source of truth in 
a standardized data format, they’re seeing major time savings 
with seamless data management and reporting, and can quickly Continued on next page >

Challenge 
Operating for over 40 years, Central Garden & Pet’s leading 
consumer and professional brands provide innovative, high quality 
products to care for your lawn, garden, pets, and community.

With 28 business units and over 100 brands, Central’s many 
acquisitions over the years have resulted in a wide breadth 
of products to manage, along with the integration of various 
legacy systems. This left many business units working in silos 
and using disparate data sets, documentation, and processes, 
causing inaccuracy and inefficiency while sharing data between 
departments and suppliers. Without standardized data, it was 
difficult to manage specification information and understand 
data availability, which wasted time, created errors, and delayed 
product launches. The company not only required a better solution 
to manage their packaging and quality data, but a major business 
shift with two of their suppliers left them needing to re-source 68 
SKUs in 3 just months.
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onboard new suppliers without countless emails or manually 
compiling and verifying data. Inspection reporting which used 
to take 4-6 hours is now available instantly and accurately within 
dashboards. Furthermore, if they need to make an ingredient or 
formula change, Specright will simultaneously update all linked 
products and specification records - which is crucial, as a single 
formula is often used in dozens of their products.

With Specright, Central can send information to a supplier in 
a matter of seconds: “Everything that’s required is in there, so 
you just hit a button, and a report is generated,” says Paul Gray, 
Director of Quality “To pull a spec together before, you’d have to 
go to procurement, quality, operations, maybe engineering, which 
might take a couple of days - but now anything we need to do 
takes about 15 seconds. And we know that it’s right, because if it’s 
in the system - it’s right.” This also proved critical during COVID 
when their business boomed but was hindered by supply chain 
disruptions and inventory shortages, as the platform allowed for 
quick and efficient onboarding of new suppliers as needed.

Using Specright’s SDM Platform for nearly 4 years, Paul and his 
team have worked with the Specright team to develop 10 modules 
around packaging and quality so far, and are rolling it out through 
their entire organization. His advice to other business units is “You 
don’t have to use the whole thing out of the gate - just get started. 
Start small, put the specs in, and you can build and branch out from 
there. Even if you don’t have your specs in yet, you can still use 
things like the supplier assessment and corrective actions.” To get 
everyone on board and spark some competition, he’s picked areas 
where his team has outperformed others and is showing  
them the light.


